THE MAKING of the Dixon GILGAMESH
When I was eight years old . . .
~Emily Wilson, in her Translator’s Note to
The Odyssey: Homer (Norton, 2018)

Was it that long ago? Kevin says he remembers drawing ‘auditions’ during the 9/11
attack, and my translation had to have been in play before that. So this is almost a twenty
year project? Lordy, son, we’d best get started on our next!
Actually, it begins long before that. When he and his brother were little kids we
used to draw together—scenes from what I read them from Homer or Chaucer or
Arthurian legends, anything with a good battle or a scary Grendel or Polyphemus.
Even the Easter story got into it, q.v., Jesus Cottontail, circa 1972 or so:
Just-so stories and Aesop’s fables were great, and I
distinctly recall reading that popular prose N.K.Sandars
translation of the Gilgamesh epic, which I’d read in college
and which still ranks up there among the most used translations in colleges today—I think because it’s in prose and
doesn’t clutter itself up with scholarship as so many of the
better ones do. And, it’s adequate. But, to Kevin:
“Uh, no Dad. It makes a nice story, but we didn’t read
that one.”
So negative! Ironically enough, when a traveling
theater company came to his school in Santa Barbara,
with a grant to do theatre with the kids, they did a version
[J.C. Cottontail actually by Laird]
of Gilgamesh and type-cast Kevin in a role they’d necessarily invented for their
production—an old blind man, who sounded more like Schopenhauer than Sin-leqiunninni—I mean, he made Eyore sound like a giggly girl.
Nifty production though: Kevin’s younger brother was one of the Scorpion Men,
and they were all in black and scuttled around the stage in a backwards push-up position,
on heels of hands and feet.
The kids were agile and their scrambling crab-walk
entrance drew some major gasps from the audience!
Shades of Enter: the Furies, in Aeschylus,
where a woman miscarried at the turbulent screaming
entré of those chthonic goddesses of vengeance—
the Erinyes. (Notice resemblance to Kevin’s
Ereshkigal, p.83 Dixon&Dixon, and more about her later!)
(even down to the empty eyes,
total coincidence, as far as I know)

Point? Even if we missed Gilgamesh when they
were little kids, Kevin did have an early connection with
this wonderful story, the randy young King who abuses
his people, who’s given a companion to match him in
strength, who talks that buddy into joining him on a
sublimely over-weaning adventure—killing the monster
Humbaba, which leads to . . . stop!
You have to read this story. It’s the Ur epic—
the Road Trip, Hero’s Adventure, bromance and homecoming all in one. In fact, there are several books out
there delineating tropes and characters in the Gilgamesh
that recur in Homer’s epics. And if Homer, well, then on
to Ovid, Virgil, Dante, Spenser, Milton, and epic epic
epic down to us—whether a Joycean Ulysses or a
Coppola Apocalypse Now.
This story is not just in our blood, it’s in our marrow: it makes our blood. The Old
Testament lifts actual lines from it. I’ll show you one place, in Ecclesiastes, a little later.
Not to mention the Flood Story: not even Noah is that old. (I mean, the chosen patriarch
and his family, and the animals two by two, the flood, the exploratory raven and doves,
even the dimensions of the ark, occur in a Sumerian version of Gilgamesh over two
thousand years before they do in Genesis.) [This pre-publication of the Bible’s exact
words (more or less) played holy hell with the faithful in 1872 when it was first
translated—God plagiarizing?!—but that’s another story. Maybe later.]
Elsewhere in this website, and in Kevin’s
and my new (May 22, 2018) graphic novel of the
Gilgamesh, I talk about how I came around to try
a ‘translation’ of it. Maybe most cogently if not so
succinctly in my #Translator’s Note herein, which is
a little academic but nicely balanced by Kevin’s
#Artist Statement—detailing a few of his tribulations
with the artistic end of things.
Very briefly, I was teaching Gilgamesh along
with Homer and Euripides &c., but I could never
settle on a right translation of it. They’re either too
wild and more about the translator than the translation, or the good ones, by terrific scholars, are so
cluttered up with notes and half-readings and alternate
readings that it’s the visual equivalent of singing an aria with severe heart burn.
So one day Dr. Dum-dum asked himself, What would he want? And so I did the
first tablet, and saw that it was good, or at least a lot of fun, and a justifiable escape from
grading papers. It went on from there, ever s o
s
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o
w
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Somewhere I have a picture of about 20
translations and renditions spread out on the floor
of my office and over every surface, with a foot
holding one of them open and a finger on another
on my desk, like a Rosemary Woods 18 ½ minute
stretch, but, alas, can’t find it. But that was the
routine: a dozen or so of the best translations laid
out, and me taking a line or two at a time,
memorizing its content, writing out what I then
saw, and then enhancing my rough by selecting
pieces of the best rendering of that same
content—a word here, an idea there—from
among the sundry choices, weeding them as I
Is est, meretrix, nuda sinum tuum;
went of all their explicit if impressively meticulous scholarship.
And when dissatisfied or in doubt, or if they were in doubt, then I’d track down
more translations, in other languages even. I set my parameters wide: anything that
anyone had written, however far afield from my Heidel baseline (above), was fair game.
Why Heidel?
Alexander Heidel’s 1946 translation is dull and cautious and sometimes outright
prudish—he renders the sex scenes (above) only into Latin! — but the English is, as far
as I can tell, just about word-for-word with the original Akkadian. It is literal, or very
close.
Every time I’d cobble more than two words together directly from the original—(I did
get as advanced as noun phrases, plus one whole speech by the epic’s best philosopher)—
I’d check them against Heidel’s and sure enough, that’s what was pretty much clunkily
there. So with him at the center, I fanned out to everybody else, no matter how far off:
their guesses and inventions were fair game. I didn’t abuse that ‘rule’ but it gave me the
freedom to make many of the tough choices.
Like, just what are the “magic
stone things” that Gilgamesh
destroys at the river bank? Kevin
came up with the idea of the pulley
system. That covered a lot of
translators’ angles on that
infuriatingly elusive passage,
which gets translated as everything
from gods disguised as walking
talking stones, to crumbling
bridges, to Urni snakes, to Stone
Charms to counter-weights or
anchors or ballast for the boat.
Lots of guesswork, all around. A
Hittite version has them as merely
‘images,’ perhaps amulets to ward off contact with the instantly-fatal waters of death.

Now all this sort of thing constitutes a rendition, not a translation. I can’t read
Akkadian, in the cuneiform script, except… given a single word or phrase, and the
better part of an afternoon in the OSU or Univ. of Chicago library, with the 26 volume
CAD dictionary, I could read it—one word at a time. I took a “Cuneiform by Mail”
course from an Assyriologist at the Oriental Institute, University of Chicago, & learned to
read around a 150 of the most common characters (out of a syllabary totaling 600 to 800
characters). Picture below is from some of my homework. (Note the teacher’s note at bottom!)
An aside: Somewhere else in here or in an interview in OPEN:Journal of Art and
Literature, I describe what happened to my brain
when I wedged this screwy ‘alphabet’ into it: it
became a kind of monster of memory: I was able
to direct my memory to childhood and on, and
recall things that had totally evaporated. Memory
as bicep: exercised with 20# barbell three times a
day, 20 reps. Sha naq-ba i-mu-ru lu-se-id-di maa-ti/ [sha kul-la-ti]i i-du-uka-la-[ma-sal-m]is[u] . . .
There’s a lesson for all of us in that, I’ll tell
you. Do those cross-word puzzles!
Take up that new language, get a part in a
play, learn a musical instrument. Use it or lose it.
Not only can you recall long-forgotten snatches
of your life, piecemeal, you can sometimes—or I
found myself able to—remember what came
before and after those clips. That blackness
around a fond memory has always haunted me. I was able to shine a light into it, and
even around its edges, when I was wrestling
with the likes of this stuff:
It’s not an alphabet, per se.
Those symbols represent
what we call syllables. It’s as if you had a huge list of hundreds of word parts: re-, -cede,
pro-, -tion, inter-, -fere, tuli, latus, some seven or eight hundred of mostly mono-syllables
listed in what’s called a ‘syllabary.’ Sometimes a character can represent a whole short
word—a logograph. And there are plenty of pictographs, which are fun because they
probably enact how we got to alphabetic characters in the first place. Like the ‘dinger,’
which is the second character in the picture above, which is used to indicate that a proper
noun is the next word—it’s like capitalizing a letter—a direction, not a sound—and is a
streamlined version of its earliest Sumerian self, which was a picture of sun and its rays:
_\|/_
/|\ You get the idea. I’ll look for one:
Here, the asterisk- - - è
So * or “sun” = god or other important name, alerting a reader that the
next string of characters is a proper noun—name of a God, or River, or
City, or King or personal name like Enkidu or monster like Humbaba.

And when I say ‘string,’ I mean like an endless noodle. There’s no punctuation, there’s
no division between words. There is grammar, syntax of sorts, which remained pretty
much outside my ken.
But the point I lost here is, with this mess of syllables and short words and
stylized pictures, you sort of have to know them to read them; that is, to combine and
recombine them to get to different words. You can’t really sound them out, like a kid’s
halting kuh – aa – tuh, CAT! J The scribes began training as children and spent their
entire lives learning and refining these symbols, as well as impressing into damp clay an
immense amount of verbiage, most of it practical & legal, though some in fun (parodies),
and some, like Gil, really great art. Somewhere I’ve read that there is more untranslated
Akkadian and Hittite and Sumerian and Urartian, et al., on tablets and fragments, than
there is of all translated classical literature—Greek and Roman. I don’t see how that’s
possible, but I did read it somewhere and it’s sometimes fun to imagine believing
everything you read, is it not? Brave old world, that hath such lunatics in it.
Back to syllabaries. They are significantly different from an alphabet, where you
only need to know a single sound that a letter or a short combination of (ph, sh, th, qu, ch,
etc.) represents, and in our alphabet, which we get from the Greeks who got it from the
Phoenicians, there are characters for the only five or six modulated sounds sent up
through the vocal chords, controlled by opening and closing the throat and jaw—
vowels—all the rest is how you hold your tongue and teeth and lips (and uvula), as you
send that sound out through your mouth: the articulation of that rising air sound into
phonemic consonants.
Con-sonant = ‘sounding together.’ Rikki-tikki-tavi, 6 different letters, 5
syllables (one repeated), 5 phonemes in combinations [r], [k], [t], [v] and [i],
and everyone’s favorite mongoose, imitating your incredibly agile tongue
darting around in your mouth.
And in our Indo-European languages, we need only a couple of
dozen such overall. And then when the Greeks added graphic symbols for
that handful of deep-throat vowel sounds — Feu! — all speech sounds were covered and
anyone could read. That is an amazing as well as highly democratic invention, to assign
characters to pretty much just those sounds. I’ve read arguments that the Greeks were
able to invent democracy because of their demotic reading ability. In any case, it’s not
just a great leap forward, it’s an ocean-crossing to a new continent. It’s space travel.
Perhaps our greatest technological advance ever, or at least up there along with fire and
domesticating plants and animals. So much depends . . .
So long about twenty years ago, I was teaching the Gilgamesh epic using by then
my own translation (rendition)—one great assignment was to have students, in small
groups, do a rendition of their own, using four or five differing translations of some passage they could agree on—geez, I was fun teacher—they loved the exercise, & did some
wonderfully wild renderings—and I kept refining my own and finally decided it was
good enough to send out, some academic press or other.
One stumbling block I expected: I didn’t have an
Assyriologist on board, as do most good renditioners
(John Gardner with John Maier, for example), but that
led to a no-win fallback position: there are good

renditions out there, e.g. Stephen Mitchell’s “version,” but they’re granted the necessary
cred, to get published, by being well-known poets, e.g., Mitchell, or Yusef
Komunyakaa’s verse play.
I’m neither—not poet nor
Assyriologist—and the rejections
came slithering back, like the snake
that steals Gilgamesh’s ‘never-age’
plant, shedding its nasty old dry skin
as it disappears into the grass renewed, or free of me at least. Some presses didn’t even
answer!
Then I saw a show at the
Columbus Museum of Art of Julie
Taymor designs and sculptures.
Lions, scorpion men, a giant
monster whose face is swirling
intestines, a river of death—who
else to do justice to this dramatis
personae of Gilgamesh?! I couldn’t
figure out who her agent was, but I
found her lawyer, & corresponded
with him.
In my pitch I offered to give her my
translation (just put my name on the program
somewhere). I offered to be a consultant (had
read probably 20 or 30 books on those ancient
civilizations by then: fancied myself an
expert—hey, enough to teach undergraduates).
I filed a copy of my Gil with the Library of
Congress [a © of sorts], and double-downed on
the lawyer: received reassurances he’d sent it on to her, ‘it’s on her desk’ sort of thing.
I got out my suitcase.
Kevin, that’s your cue, lad.
In his Artist’s Statement, in this GILGAMESH section (and also in the graphic
comic itself, as Artist’s Note), the graphic artist of this operation opens with:

I was my father’s second choice for this project. He originally
wanted Julie Taymor to turn his rendition of Gilgamesh into a
Broadway spectacle like The Lion King. Making it a comic book
with me was the next best option, after Taymor never answered him.
Well, that sounds like my boy, and once again we’re not quite in agreement on
things. The way it went was: Look, Kevin, a comic would be spectacular, but if I
get a nibble from Taymor down the road, I’ll have to go with that. Meanwhile, as you
accumulate graphic tablets in Lulu.com and elsewhere, should that lead to a publication
of the whole thing, then you grab that. Whoever gets there first gets the gold, ok? And,
one doesn’t necessarily cancel out the other anyway. Just spawns a lot of legal headaches.
We wax (Icarus-like, on iffy wings) into Sisyphean struggles here. Kevin told me
once it took him about ten hours, on average, to complete one page of our comic. Which
has got almost 200 pages of graphic art.
That’s a fair start on the 10,000 hours they say it takes to reach genius level
(given talent to start with). Keep plugging, babe, while I wait for Julie to see the light.
Also Neil deGrasse Tyson, who
never answered our deEncomisasse
note about the last episode of his
Cosmos (built around the Gilgamesh
epic), with a mock-up copy of our Gil
in it. You’d have thought he would,
after that Carl Sagan story he tells of
when he was 17. Instead, Kevin and I
are doomed to circulate forever around
the north star of our unopened Gil
beneath the dark empyrean of the
Hayden Planetarium. You can tell,
there’s some disappointment here.
Kevin’s autograph to NDGT
But one aspect that really troubled Kevin—which I find minor, because I didn’t
even notice it and still don’t—is the changing look of his main characters. He began his
drawings in the middle, with Tablet VI, a good choice because the Bull of Heaven
episode is lively—flush with sexual tension (and release), massive violence, Babylonian
hyperbole, excruciating irony, transcendent arrogance, and over-the-top comic relief.
Come to think, here’s a good example of what I’m talking about in my Translator’s Note, re what is gained by the illustrations: “. . . then, add the fun and insights of
Kevin’s drawings, and I propose we’re giving a reader something like what the original
audience experienced when it was read to them.”
How so?
If you’re reading it for the first time, so you don’t know what’s coming, reading
just text now, no pictures, doesn’t matter whose translation, and you hit the lines about
the Bull’s best defense against the heroes bent on killing him, it’s likely you’ll be more

shocked than amused. It actually breaks the bubble somewhat—what? am I reading this
right? Who inserted this shit? But when you’re doing that two-step down from the text in
the legends to the visual depiction of events—Enkidu’s expression alone, cf. page 60—
you can’t suppress a huge LOL. Or at least that is what a Babylonian audience would
have done on hearing it. And imagine if the reader were also acting out the parts a little,
or better still, if there were actual silent actors miming the reading, as some scholars
argue was the case. That’s what I wanted my students to get. But sheer translations, even
the best of them, fail us. Consider (spoiler alert, go read page 60 in our comic, first):
Heidel

[Leaves it out completely, total ∅. Told you he was a prude.* ]

Kovacs

The bull spewed his spittle in front of him,
with his thick tail he flung his dung behind him (?).

[Those Italics and question mark of hers indicate the actual half line, in Italics, is missing, so she’s making an
educated guess. This be the kind of proper scholar-ship that really messes with a smooth, dissolving-as-yougo read. But to be fair, what should a scholar do? Advantage mine.

Benjamin Foster, as usual, is more considerate of his reader, and braver:
The bull spewed its foam in his face,
Swished dung at him with the tuft of his tail.
N.K.Sandars In 1960, in prose:
The Bull of Heaven foamed in his face, it brushed him with the thick of its tail.
Mitchell

…it spat its slobber into his face, it lifted
its tail and spewed dung all over him.

[Notice how he saves the vivid verb spew for the dung, rather than spend it on the spit.
(Translator/renditioner’s justified choice. Notice I go a step further, below—so to speak.)]
Bottéro

Et…le Taureau bav[ait], par-devant,
Et par-derrière, [laissait choir] de la bouse!
[Roughly: And…the bull drooled forth, in the front (from his mouth)
And from behind, let fall (as one collapses into a chair), some cow pie.]
[The laisser choir is nice because it carries the feeling of weakness, or runniness.]
George

In his face the Bull spat slaver,
With the tuft of its tail . . . . . .

[Disappointment: he chickens out on the obvious. That may be because his very next line
is:
Enkidu opened his mouth… Albeit just ‘[to speak]’, the Babylonian for ‘he said.’
Dixon

Its slippery horns, its frothing mouth,
its lashing tail — did spray them all with dung!
[But you have to see the expressions, pp 58-62, Gilgamesh, Dixon & Dixon. Esp. the bull’s!]
* Curious footnote on Heidel here. That ∅ is called a null, of course. A German word, I think;
Latin nullus = nothing. It has the slash through it to distinguish it from numerical 0, and technically this is
called the ‘alpha null’. That word, alpha, comes from aleph, the Arabic word for ox or ‘bull’ and then our
letter A, because our capital A originally was upside down,

and looked like a stylized \--/ bull! Eventually it rolled over on its side, and comes down
V
to us in its familiar later upside down pose: /-\
Lame joke: Heidel in his delicacy, missed his chance for a tumble with the bull. (Sorry! Too much caffeine.)

Gilgamesh! I’ve got his horns! Aim for the nape!
But Kevin’s problem was not the scatological: look at his sound effects for that
runny laissait choir de la bouse—splert, ffwuup, Guh-splatch!!! I think splert hits it
right on the nose (the runny nose: laisser choir).
What worried Kevin was evolution:
Once you commit to certain details, you can’t change them 100 pages in…
The look of cartoon characters always evolves in the course of a long
project. You have to draw these characters hundreds of times before
they achieve their classic streamlined look. I didn’t do that.
Result, he thinks, they look different in the beginning (drawn later) than in the
middle or the end. “Then, while Enkidu is supposed to be sick and dying, the characters
look healthier than ever.”
I’ve tried to reassure him. I just don’t see it,
especially if I’m not looking for it. I remember better our
(his) initial attempts at getting the right ‘look’ in the
first place, the auditions as Kevin called them. Some of
those were hilarious (NB, upper right hand corner)
He also agonized over ‘historical accuracy.’
He writes: An Assyrian war helmet, which I liked for its Smurf-like qualities, isn’t
necessarily going to look like the Sumerian issue brain bucket from a millennium earlier.
Oh, and here you’ve used a distinctively
Akkadian hair style, yet the character is
clearly riding an Old Babylonian chariot—
which didn’t even exist yet, so which is it?
ç Gil & Enkidu party, after slaying the
Bull of Heaven

Take heart, son! I say. A helmet’s a helmet. The heroes can improvise, q.v. above.
And your domestic furnishings are a treat in themselves: (note Gil’s bedside reading)

ç cuneiform (as usual, hard to read)
Babylonian Teenager’s Room, circa 1600 B.C
What’s left to tell? We had a big fight over Humbaba:
—Kevin! You’re making him look like a goddamn tree frog!
—Bucket of guts, with an octopussial reach, a Cedar Forest—there’s your tree.
He is a kind of frog, you know? Give him time, Dad.
I did, and in time he’s become my favorite character! (The kid reads me pretty
well.) Maurice Sendak spoke at Wittenberg once and at dinner I showed him pages 46 –
47 of our mock-up.
A cherished moment: He closed his eyes and cocked back his head and laughed.
(It’s a visual quotation of Where the Wild Things Are, if you don’t have our Gilgamesh at
hand yet.) I’m not sure he was chortling because he planned to sue us, or because Kevin
had struck a perfect A on Maurice’s funny bone, but I prefer to count it as a blessing.
I’ll conclude with a through-view of the heart of the epic, ‘through’ as in through
the main character, who probably doesn’t get it, but through him to the reader, who does
get it, or at least should. I think it’s Sin-leqi’s message really. It’s the fallback for the
reader after the unreliable hero just can’t quite abide Siduri’s wisdom. But that’s my
reading of Gil’s final bragging about his wall protecting Uruk from invaders. (Remind
you of anyone?)
King Gilgamesh does have the question of his quest answered. It’s a beautiful
piece of writing (I think my best rendering, in the whole
rendition). I get weepy when I read it, and I did read it not too
long ago at a dear friend’s funeral. And, it finds its way into the
Hebrew Scriptures, our Old Testament—some of the exact same
lines even.
So, the young demi-god hero is relentlessly
seeking immortality. He’s told repeatedly he can’t have it.
When the gods gave us life they included death.
…the beautiful maids, did they know in their
beauty, they would finally breed death?

è

The gods “…kept eternal life safe in their unearthly clutches,” the ale-wife Siduri
tells him.
And Utnapishtim, the one man who has escaped death, drives home the point by
asking the bedraggled king what his super-human quest has done for him so far:
“Where is thy gain? This unceasing toil, this cauldron of grief
in your belly, this giving up sleep—what you are giving up is
the life you have left!”
The following text is a good example of Sin-leqi’s tacit irony. Utnapishtim, our
‘Babylonian Noah,’ the only man ever to have beaten death, prates on for 30 lines or so
about death, death, and not to forget the ephemera of life:
…the dragonfly flits on the river, darting off into the

So much so that poor Gil almost drops
sun—it has always been so, am I not right?
over with sleep! It’s as if Polonius were instructing Lear.
This leads to the bread trial—can Gilgamesh stay awake even for a
week: if he can’t, how could he possibly ‘live forever’ runs the
implied analogy. Gil fails the test. But really he failed earlier in this
same Tablet: he just can’t absorb Siduri’s wisdom. Which sad fact she
perceives, and then gives up, inviting him to come back to live with
her should he ever catch on. The arguments out there are convincing
that Siduri is prototype for Odysseus’ Calypso.
So (in conclusion) let’s look at that profound advice, so simple so true so right
with the universe: so…so what most people seem to have discovered when they offer
formulas for embracing happiness, before they get around to really knowing death. “No
one turns to death’s voice,” says Utnapishtim. “And yet it is savage!”

Enkidu’s nightmare: …like a dove he carried me, arms pinioned to my sides,
down we went, down to the House of Darkness.
It’s not a nice place, this House of Darkness. The Afterlife, if there is one at all,
is dim, with all the dust you can eat. Later, in the Greco-Roman period, yes, there’s the
Underworld, Hades, where Odysseus meets his mother (who, unknown to him, died
during his 20 year absence, and is now a shade); but he also encounters Achilles’ ghost,

who tells him he would rather be the slave of a dirt-poor tenant farmer and be alive on
earth, “…than rule down here over all the breathless dead.”
And if you read Epicurus, you get a kind of ‘I came, I was, I’m no longer’
attitude. The inscription non fui non sum non caro (I was not, I am not, I care not) was
so common on tombs and sarcophagi, that it lapsed into abbreviated shorthand,
something like our RIP: NFNSNC
But the Babylonian Netherworld
is a degree or two worse than
Nothingness, which, admittedly,
does have its consolations:
I care not, because I ain’t got no
savvy with which to care, no more.
That can’t hurt too terribly much, can
it? But in Mesopotamia, down a dark
corridor of the world where Gilgamesh, some centuries later, will sit on
a throne and rule over the dead, you tip-toe
…uneasy sleeps, moans and like as to the
past the likes of Ereshkigal, sister of
greeny leaves of leeks, she tears away her hair
of Ishtar and Queen of the Underworld, who
writhes in her sleep, naked and moaning horridly as she tears at her hair the way you’d
yank up weeds. Is she dreaming and if so, of what? She’s not someone to curl up next to.
So what is there to counter these Anzus and
Ereshkigals, in this dim dreary existence where dust
is your sustenance and clay your bread?
Well, if you’ve stuck with me this far, let’s turn this around.
Enough with the Dixons, let’s make it about you! I’ll give
you the raw data, for my favorite passage in the whole thing,
probably talk about it way too much, but in the process offer a handful of the best
translations/renditions of it, and so give you the chance to do your own rendition.
Because, not counting the 2,000 hours of
drawing that Kevin put into it, this is how the
Dixon Gilgamesh was made. I slipped into a
scribe’s skin over and over—one time actually
holding his tablet in my hand, the actual tablet, the
same sun over our right shoulders—so, dear
reader, likewise, you just slip into my skin here,
or better image: replace mine with yours.

I’ll share mine with you at the very bottom, and if you really want to try the full
exercise, go to #SIDURI-column iii, where I’ve copied in a dozen translations and
renditions—plus my own, plus some great pictures. Or, short form, work with these next
six. So, here’s the situation:
Gilgamesh arrives at ale-wife Siduri’s, a brewery on the edge of the known world.
She’s a demi-goddess and an independent businesswoman. There were some, apparently:
there are laws both protecting and restricting them in the famous Code of Hammurabi.
Aside: This is a fascinating piece of Akkadian sociology
and jurisprudence. King Hammurabi handed down nearly
300 significant decisions over his forty-two year rule
(1792—1750 BCE), which were recorded, in Akkadian, in
cuneiform, on a stele that now resides in the Louvre.
There’s much eye-for-an-eye, tooth-for-a-tooth,
literally, and death is handed out like a fine, but widows
and orphans are protected. Ale-wives figure in: If an alewife does not accept corn (according to gross weight) in
payment of drink, but takes money, and the price of the
drink is less than that of the corn, she shall be put to death.
No wonder Siduri is afraid of Gilgamesh when she sees
him coming, and hides. You wonder if she’s covered under
this slight tipping of the cards, by Hammurabi himself: If a
man's wife be surprised (in flagrante delicto) with another
man, both shall be tied and thrown into the water [drowned],
but the husband may pardon his wife & the king his slaves.
Gilgamesh is hell-bent on getting to Utnapishtim,
the one man who has escaped mortality. He is crazed,
really, looks like a madman in filthy lion skins, but
Siduri, afraid at first, when she finally comes to
realize who he is, tries to soften him up a bit—a little
food, a little drink, offers him a bath, and very
reasonable explanations of why he can’t get to Utnapishtim from here. And, even if he could, what then?
That old king doesn’t have the secret of life: he was
just lucky, used in a trick of one god against another.
The gods, when they handed out life, included death
in the bargain. The only way around that, is what she
then advises which, you’ll see at the very bottom of
this file, or top of the next, is also—in some places word for word—what the Preacher of
Ecclesiastes, named Qoheleth (‘one who addresses an assembly’), also advises. It will
seem hum-drumly hedonistic at first, but the way each of them couches it… I donno, you
decide.
#Here, then, are six slightly different Siduris, according to her translators:

HEIDEL (1946)
Tablet X, Column iii
(It’s actually from the Old Babylonian; the Standard Version lacks this speech by Siduri)
“Gilgamesh, whither runnest thou?
The life thou seekest thou wilt not find;
(For) when the gods created mankind,
The allotted death to mankind,
(But) life they retained in their keeping.
è ‘Thou, O Gilgamesh, let they belly be full:
ç (Your job is from here down.)
Day and night be thou merry;
Make every day (a day of) rejoicing.
Day and night do thou dance and play.
Let they raiment be clean.
Thy head be washed, (and) thyself be bathed in water.
Cherish the little one holding thy hand,
(And) let the wife rejoice in they bosom
This is the lot of [mankind…] ’
(Remainder broken away)
Column iv, line 1: In his wrath he destroys them.
(In most translations, the text here jump-cuts to
Gil’s destroying the ‘stone things.’)
GARDNER, Meier
(1984)
From the Old Babylonian
è As for you, Gilgamesh, let your belly be full,
Make merry day and night.
Of each day make a feast or rejoicing,
Day and night dance and play!
Let your garments be sparkling fresh,
Your head be washed; bathe in water.
Pay heed to a little one that holds on to your hand.
Let a spouse delight in your bosom,
For this is the task of [woman]
R. CAMPBELL THOMPSON

(1928, rendered into English hexameters) [Until
Andrew George’s compilation from all sources, in 20??, R. Campbell Thompson was the only
source (1930) of the epic in hand-copied cuneiform.] Translation is dreadful, puffed up
hexameters, and significantly limited, as a lot of pieces and fragments hadn’t even yet been
discovered in the 1920s. This situation created an incredible waste of scholarly effort, with
everyone having to travel to wherever to gather the fragments to make a collective whole.
Gilgamish, why runnest thou, (inasmuch as) the life which thou seekest,
Thou canst not find? (For) the gods, in their (first) creation of mortals,
Death allotted to man, (but) life they retain’d in their keeping.
è Gilgamish, full be thy belly,
Each day and night be thou merry, (and) daily keep holiday revel,

Each day and night do thou dance and rejoice; (and) fresh be thy raiment,
(Aye), let thy head be clean washen, (and) bathe thyself in the water,
Cherish the little one holding thy hand; be thy spouse in thy bosom
Happy—(for) this is the dower [of man] . . . . .
(Here the Old Babylonian Version breaks off and we must return to the Assyrian).
STEPHEN MITCHELL (2004)
Siduri said, “Gilgamesh, where are you roaming?
You will never find the eternal life
that you seek. When the gods created mankind,
they also created death, and they held back
eternal life for themselves alone.
Humans are born, they live, then they die,
This is the order that the gods have decreed.
è But until the end comes, enjoy your life,
Spend it in happiness, not despair.
Savor your food, make each of your days
A delight; bathe and anoint yourself,
Wear bright clothes that are sparkling clean,
Let music and dancing fill your house,
love the child who holds you by the hand,
and give your wife pleasure in your embrace.
That is the best way for man to live.

N.K.SANDRS (1960)
She answered, “Gilgamesh, where are you hurrying to? You will never find that life for
which you are looking. When the gods created man they allotted to him death, but life
they retained in their own keeping. è As for you, Gilgamesh, fill your belly with good
things; day and night, night and day, dance and be merry, feast and rejoice. Let our
clothes be fresh, bathe yourself in water, cherish the little child that holds your hand and
make your wife happy in your embrace; for this too is the lot of man.”

BENJAMIN FOSTER (2001)
Gilgamesh, wherefore do you wander?
The eternal life you are seeking you shall not find.
When the gods created mankind,
They established death for mankind,
And withheld eternal life for themselves.

è As for you Gilgamesh, let your stomach be full,
Always be happy, night and day,
Make every day a delight,
Night and day play and dance,.
Your clothes should be clean,
Your head should be washed,
You should bathe in water,
Look proudly on the little one holding your hand,
Let your mate be always blissful in your loins,
This, then, is the work of mankind.

(FOSTER, continued)

MAUREEN G. KOVACS (1985)
“Gilgamesh, where are you wandering?
The life that you are seeking all around you will not find.
When the gods created mankind
they fixed Death for mankind,
and held back Life in their own hands.
è Now you, Gilgamesh, let your belly be full!
Be happy day and night,
Of each day make a party,
Dance in circles day and night!
Let your clothes be sparkling clean,
Let your head be clean, wash yourself with water!
Attend to the little one who holds onto your hand,
Let a wife delight in your embrace.
This is the (true) task of mankind(?).
I’ll put mine over in #SIDURI-column iii, along with Qoheleth’s (Ecclesiastes).
OK. Your turn, dear reader.

Name: ______________________________
Time spent on text: 00:00:00
Time spent on art: 00:00:0000 (m/d/years)

Next of kin: _____________________________ Contact info: _____________________
Siduri’s advice:

[ ] TRUE

Return to: #AUTHOR

[ ] FALSE

[ ] OTHER

Link to: #SIDURI-column iii
(This one has my rendition in it.)

Try to: #BeHappy
(a last thought)

